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Passing is over 70 percent of the game and needs to be practiced and understood. This assignment is to check your understanding
as well as exposure to the technical movements of passing

Students should be able to :Identify and explain the basics of passing after being exposed to this lesson/assignment. Answer the
questions listed in the process section of this webquest after watching the video below.

Watch the youtube video in the task section of this webquest and Answer the questions below. Your answers must meet the following
criterion to get full credit for this assignment: 1. All answers must be typed. 2. All answers must be in complete sentences 3. All
answers must be numbered and coincide with the appropriate question. 4. All assignments maybe turned in via e-mail:
butch.worden@walterjohnson.com or turned in to Mr.Worden personally or leaving it on his desk. 5. All assignments must be turned
in by 2:30 on the day it is due. Questions: 1. Create an outline of the entire youtube video. All major passing skills must be listed.
2. What is the other name for an inside the foot pass? 3. At what time in the video does he mention the thigh facing the target? 4.
What does he say is trying to be accomplished by using the inside of the foot pass? 5. At 18:03 of the video, where are they striking
the ball on their foot? 6. What does he blame for ruining the wall pass or 1-2 pass? 7. What drill is explained for developing the
Back and Heel passes? 8. What is the 5 drill progression for developing a bending pass? 9. What game, or drill is used to develop
the soft air pass? 10.
Diagram one of the drills explained for developing the wall pass (1-2). Show ball movement with arrows and
designate people by using an ï¿½Xï¿½. This question does not have to be typed for full credit.

Inside of the foot pass is also known as...? a) Push Pass b) Angle Kick c) Heel kick d) Chip Pass &nbsp;Question #2 A short pass
that stays on the ground would be accomplished by using the...? a) Push Pass b) Heel Pass c) Angle Kick d) Sweet Spot Push
Question #3 Using the Inside of the Foot pass...? a) Is easy to control when receiving b) Is more accurate than an angle kick c) Is
performed at short distances d) All of the above &nbsp;Question #4 The 1-2 pass is ruined when a player...? a) Passes to a players
feet b) Passes to the space in front of a player c) Uses the push pass execute the pass d) All of the above &nbsp;Question #5 The
drill explaining the heel and back passes includes....? a) A goal b) Two Players c) Three Players d) Four Players &nbsp;Question
#6 The Progression for developing the bending pass includes: a) 3 Steps b) 4 Steps c) 5 Steps d) Slow motion to Full Speed
&nbsp;Question #7 Battleship is a game used to develop...? a) The Push Pass b) The Angle Kick c) The Soft Air Pass d) The Chip
&nbsp;Question #8 The knuckle of the big toe contacts the ball when using...? a) The Angle Kick b) The Push Pass c) The Back
Pass d) The Heel Pass &nbsp;Type Your Name*
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It is evident that passing is needed because it allows all persons to have a chance with the ball and it is helpful to reduce the work
rate of the players once the ball is being passed it is able to move up and sown the field faster than dribbling.

My advice for other teachers is to allow students to be comfortable during passing lessons in order to get the best out of your students.
Standards
Practical skills were tested and several learning styles were used in the presentation of this lesson.
Credits
I would like to thank FIFA for assisting this web quest with valid information.
Other
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